
Feminism Is... By DK It has chapters such as “What is feminism?” “No always means no””Can men
be feminists?” “Can feminists wear heels?” and it also has biographies of women who have been
important to feminist History. Although the dynamics are changing with time's up and metoo there's
still a lot baked into so many aspects of our lives that insidiously contributes to the ongoing
oppression of women. My wife was caught off guard and although I think she really talked through it
in a way that helped them grasp the fictional nature of pornography and the way that women have
been historically the subject of male control it was still too soon in our eyes.This is done in almost a
magazine style and is a good mix of examining current issues for women and the history of feminism,
It's great for dipping in to a really good guide for young women into the issue of feminism, With
profiles of famous women and an examination of the evolution of women's rights this is a library
essential and a good choice for any young woman's bookshelf, Accessible and interesting it's an
informative and informed guide: It would be useful for all ages indeed for everyone!It covers most
ideas in a short chapter. For parents it would be helpful in answering a lot of questions that your
kids might ask for younger people it’s a good introduction and guide: I really like it Useful
interesting and short the chapters cover most ideas/ questions about Feminism Feminism Is, With
two daughters I want them to be as woke as possible about still living in a man's world, My girls are
6 and 9; this book is too mature for both of them quite honestly, Some pages and infographics are
benign and helpful but others have opened up conversations we're not ready to engage in with our
elementary school aged children: For instance the other day in the car my 9 year old on the way to
school flipped to the page on Is Pornography Ever Okay?: So with that said if you're going to order
this book think carefully about the readiness of both you and your child: I think this is essential
material for boys and girls who are coming of age: I taught women’s studies in the late 70’s and
early 80’s when it was a struggle to even get students to accept the concept of women’s
achievements in history. This fine work takes a fresh approach focusing on the living than the dead,
Women of color and gender/sexual preference issues take center stage: There is homage to the
history but the main thrust is right now. We are now in a world where some of the gains by my
generation are being eroded. I think this is a welcome addition to the library of women’s rights
literature[1]

Feminism Is. : DK Cairney Gemma: : Libri Feminism Is. Feminism Is. This is a really brilliant
overview/ introduction to feminism. The book is colourful and isn’t intimidating. You can dip into it
or read it all in order. Great page and an important discussion. Feminism Is. Worthy purchase
Feminism Is. There are big fonts and bold graphics to pull the eye. And that is not bad. We need a
whole new generation to wake up. Feminism Is..


